Instruction Leaflet for E-Frame Direct Rotary Handle Mechanism

**Warning**

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO INSTALL OR PERFORM MAINTENANCE ON EQUIPMENT WHILE IT IS ENERGIZED. DEATH OR SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY CAN RESULT FROM CONTACT WITH ENERGIZED EQUIPMENT. ALWAYS VERIFY THAT NO VOLTAGE IS PRESENT BEFORE PROCEEDING.

1. **Included with interlock version only**

2. **Place both handles in off position.**

3. **Test full range of motion.**

4. **Remove covers to access breaker adjustments and push-to-trip button.**

Remove wire tie after installation.
Customer supplied safety wire

Press down on tab
Make sure pin is seated in hole

Customer-supplied padlock

CUT PANEL TO THESE DIMENSIONS.

FOR LOCATIONS WITH RESPECT TO BREAKER, SEE FIG. 9.

FOR INTERLOCK VERSION ONLY.
For din rail mounting, add .34 to dimensions 2.77 and 4.20.